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1. Original Submission
1.1. Recommendation
Minor Revision
2. Comments to Author:
General Comments
This is a neat, well written paper with sounds methods, clearly presented results and sensible, well argued conclusions.
It is a timely paper in the context of the relative recent identifcation of high As groundwters in Louisiana and will be of
intrerests to many readers of Applied Geochemistry and beyond.
Recomendation - acxcept for publication subject ot minor revisions satisfactorily addressing the points below.
Speciﬁc Comments
[1] Whilst I agree with the authors as to the relative unimportance of anthropogenic sources of As, it would helpful to
make some semi-quantitative estimate of the arsenic loading (kg/m2ˆ) from each of the anthropogenic sources discussed.
[2] Figure 2 - show error bars for all points. Most of these plots would be clearer if both x-axis and y-axis scales started
at “0”.
[3] Figure 3 - again (& throughout) pluease show error bars for analyses.
[4] line 444 - differences between sterilised and non-sterlised incubations might also reﬂect min  eralogical changes
induced by the sterilisation process.
[5] Tables 3-5 - need to check appropriateness of number of signiﬁcant ﬁgures presented; e.g Table 5 220 + - 17.3 - perhaps
more appropriate is 220 + - 17 etc
[6] Although the idea that Fe-rich ﬂocculants may  be important is suppressing dissolved Fe; it is not clear how quantita-
tively important these are.
[7] Further to point [6], is it stretching the complexity of the explanation to suggest that in acetate amended inubations,
ﬂoccs are important in suppressing Fe in just those days when there is apparebnt sterong As release but Fe is being lowered,
but not afterwards .. if this is the explanation proposed then some further evidence of the time-dependence of the quantiative
importance of these Fe-rich ﬂocc should be presented. (or at least discussed in more detail)
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